
The Metals
Lead and Tin

Book work:  - Today please write up in your main lesson book your writing from
your draft copy about Mercury. Rather than just listing a string of facts, see if 
you can group together what you have assembled under distinct headings, such
as : 
history – chemical properties – physical properties – modern day uses – 
distribution 
Make sure you include an illustration of some kind - 

ALSO – some of you have done the above – but have you completed your page 
on your CLASS 8 PROJECT? Time for the deadline is approaching (24 June) – 
and you dont want me to assign you a project if you cant think of one.. 'And 
now  we have a project on growing organic asparagus in all seasons using only 
pencil shavings and scrap paper as fertiliser..' - No – I dont think you want to 
have to do a project like this... I need to hear your projects, and it needs to 
have some shape as a proposal pretty soon. We cant go into the summer break 
without a really clear idea about what you want to do. 

Here's the bit from the Project guidelines that applies to your proposal:

Dear Class 7b – The time is approaching for you to clarify your class 8 project. Your project 
will consist of four main components:

1. Project Management - planning, organization and time management

2.  Learning a new skill, documenting your experience as you go in a journal 

3 Creating a beautiful presentation book about your project

4 An oral presentation in the theatre.

Your Project Plan
You will need to do a one page project plan to be handed in by June 19  th  , outlining your choice of 
project and giving an overview of things you think you will be doing with  time frames for the 
work. This will give Mr Skinner time to read and consider your proposals in order for you to make 
any necessary changes  before the summer holidays. Many of you might want to get started on 
the actual project over the summer, especially those choosing outdoor activities. Having a plan 
made by June 19th  will also enable you to make a schedule for your project-work and have an idea
how far you need to have progressed month by month, including the summer. Complete project 
changes after your plan has been submitted need to be discussed with Mr Skinner

You will need to consider any expenses involved with your project, such as how the expenses will 
be met and your contribution to these. You may need to pay for lessons or materials or both. This 
needs to be discussed with your parents. Aim to do some fundraising to cover all or some of the 
costs yourself. The summer holidays is a good time for some fundraising if needed.



New Activity – 

Lead and Tin

Please read the following - 

Lead (Element Pb) is a heavy and very soft metal, with none of the shining 
virtues associated with gold or silver. Traditionally associated with the planet 
Saturn, it shares with that distant and ringed orb a certain remoteness and 
self-contained mystery. Lead is used in car batteries as it reacts chemically with
acid to generate an electrical charge. Today most lead actually comes not from 
a mine but from recycled car batteries!
Lead was used to assist smooth combustion in petrol engines – even though it 
is known that lead is highly poisonous. When it was discovered that this use of 
lead in petrol had caused widespread pollution of the soil throughout the UK – 
in fact every single bit of soil in the UK – the authorities decided to put 
something else in petrol – which is why it is now called 'unleaded'.
Lead is also extensively used as a roofing material – it makes an excellent 
waterproof seal and is so soft it can be wrapped around the various shapes 
required by hand. Can you see any strips of lead for instance around your 
chimney between the tiles and the brick?? Lead is actually, in spite of it's dull 
appearance, a valuable metal with a steady recycling price – and for this reason
empty buildings are often stripped of the lead in their roofs by criminals, 
leaving the timbers exposed.
Lead used to be used in many applications – for water pipes for instance, and in

Elizabethan times it was used to whiten skin as a makeup. Famously Queen
Elizabeth 1 suffered some of the effects of lead poisoning, losing her hair as a

consequence of the daily whitening of skin. Fortunately we know today that
lead attacks the nervous system, causing horrible muscle cramps eventually

and so lead poisoning – which also
affected brain development in
children – is no longer such a

threat. So we learn from this that
laws can be passed that protect us

from chemical pollution. Lead is
heavy, dark, and without the

fascination we reserve for
'higher'metals – but it too is used

in medicine and has many many
uses today. 

Saturn – The planet associated with Lead. 



Tin  - identified as the metal of Jupiter – lends 
its name to what we eat baked beans from  - the 
tin can. In fact the tin can contains only a surface 
covering of a 'tin', concealing a steel can 
underneath and preventing it from corroding or 
rusting. Imagine a tin that rusted .. 

Tin was used for centuries as a component in 
'pewter' – a metal used  for making drinking and 
eating utensils like plates and tankards. Tin is also
widely used in making 'solder' – the shiny metal 
that you can see in electrical components. 

As a pure metal, tin is extremely rare, appearing in
deposits in ores called tin stone. Cornwall was once a big producer of tin, which
strangely is found mostly in islands. Today most tin comes from Malaya – 
within a thirty year period about 80,000 tons are produced. Tin unlike copper 
does not like to chemically react with water, tending to dry out substances in 
combines with. Tin is used in dyes to fix the colours of various minerals, 
preventing them from leaching out with water. 
Human beings need tin (in tiny quantities) in our organization, and if we are 
lacking it for some reason then serious diseases occur. 

This is a GENERAL INTRODUCTION to these two metals – please read through 
and find what interests you most , and summarise in your notes.

Then research the two sites below and find further information about these two
humble metals, to include in your write up on FRIDAY

Here is some further research material for Lead:
https://www.thoughtco.com/lead-element-facts-608167 

and for Tin:
https://www.ducksters.com/science/chemistry/tin.php 

Please prepare two pages in your ML book, one for tin and one for lead  - 
making sure that you organise your research into clear paragraphs  (see above 
for subject headings). Once you have completed the work on Mercury, start 
today on an illustration for tin and lead. Can you make an illustration of a tin 
can? There are some very famous artworks by Andy Warhol, a New York artist, 
of cans – this humble object, and the humble metal it takes it's name from , he  
wisely considered worthy of our our attention! Google Andy Warhol's Soup cans
if you are interested! 

https://www.thoughtco.com/lead-element-facts-608167
https://www.ducksters.com/science/chemistry/tin.php

